
The personal data            

of senior RAF staff,         

including their histories   

of drug abuse and sexual 

preferences, went missing 

as part of a data loss    

incident last September 

that was described by   

the UK Ministry of  

Defence at the time as 

just a loss of  “routine  

vetting information.”   

When three unencrypted 

computer hard drives  

containing 500 files    

went missing, the        

MoD said that only     

bank details and home         

addresses were contained 

in the files. However,     

the results of a recent 

Freedom of Information 

Act request have revealed 

that what in fact went 

missing was information 

that “relates to those 

cases that have been       

referred to RAF because 

the individuals have    

serious vulnerabilities 

that affect their suitabil-

ity to obtain/retain            

a security clearance.”    

The facts about the      

incident were detailed    

on an internal MoD memo    

recently published by     

the Guardian newspaper.

The 500 staff affected, 

who face potential        

exposure to blackmail 

over their vices, have   

apparently been           

contacted.  

In addition to details of 

extra marital affairs and 

drug habits, the missing 

data included criminal 

convictions, investiga-

tions, debt history        

and medical conditions.        

All in all, “an excellent 

target list for foreign  

intelligence services,    

investigative journalists 

and blackmailers,”       

according to the memo.  

A MoD spokesman has 

said there is “no evidence 

to suggest the informa-

tion held on the hard 

drive has been targeted 

by criminals or hostiles.” 

News of the loss was 

placed prominently on 

the MoD and RAF web-

sites, and an emergency 

helpline has been       

established. 
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New ICO Code on Privacy Notices 

The Information         

Commissioner’s Office 

(‘ICO’) is launching            

a new and first of its    

kind Code of Practice      

on Privacy Notices. 

The Code has taken       

the ICO over 12 months

to produce. Speaking at 

the 2nd Annual Data   

Protection in the Public 

Sector Conference, Ian 

Bourne, Head of Data   

Protection Projects at     

the ICO, revealed that   

the ICO spent several 

weeks trawling through 

organisations’ “poor and 

unintelligible” Privacy 

Notices, even before      

the public consultation 

opened.

Mr Bourne said that     

one of the major existing   

problems is the difficulty 

organisations experience 

in distinguishing between 

the requirements for  

‘transparency’ and to   

obtain individuals’ con-

sent prior to data process-

ing, in the Data Protection 

Act 1998 (‘DPA’). Appar-

ently, the new section 

clarifying what the DPA 

says will assist organisa-

tions in this area.

The consultation process 

revealed that one of the 

main points of contention 

from the private sector 

was the ICO’s stance      

on opt-in and opt-out  

provisions. (For instance, 

all of the examples          

of ‘good practice’ in       

the draft Code included 

the provision of an opt-in 

for marketing, as opposed 

to consent via an opt-out 

process).

Mr Bourne said that such 

clauses in fact “act as       

a red herring in many 

cases,” and that organisa-
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